The Key Release Notes – version 5.6
Fact Find Changes
New Mortgage > Equity Amount
A new field has been added to the New Mortgage/Loan tab that confirms the Equity/Deposit figure.
This read-only field is automatically calculated from the valuation minus the loan amount.

Figure 1: Equity/Deposit Field

Years and Months Data Fields
New fields have been added in two areas relating to employment and previous address data.
Employment Details
The fields will appear in the ‘Employed Details’ screen for main employment and previous
employment for cases where the basis of employment is ‘Employed’.
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Figure 2: Years and Months Fields (Employment Screen)

For the current main employment status, when a ‘Start Date’ is added (or amended), the number of
years and months will be calculated. Similarly, for ‘Previous Employment’, dates will be calculated if
the number of years and months is entered.
Previous Address Details
When previous addresses are recorded, the years and months will also be calculated once the date
moved in has been recorded. Note that the ‘date moved out’ will default to the date the client
moved into their current address.
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Figure 3: Years and Months Fields (Address Screen)

Client Notes at the Sale Level
Notes can be recorded on The Key at the Sale level. New functionality has now been added when
reviewing all client notes (in Client > Notes) to filter the notes according to the Sale.

Figure 4: Sale Notes Filter
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Sale Level Enhancements
Displaying/Hiding Sales in the Client Portal
Users can now control which sales appear within the Client Portal. This is available in the sale
selection screen, through a new column entitled ‘Portal’.

Figure 5: Sale Visibility Checkbox

The sale’s visibility in the Client Portal is managed by ticking/unticking the checkbox in the ‘Portal’
column.
This functionality will be available for clients without a Client Portal account, in case the visibility
needs to be managed prior to granting access to the Client Portal.
It is not possible to make ‘Abandoned’ sales appear in the Client Portal, and so the checkbox will
remain blank for these cases.

Recording Business Source at the Sale Level
The Key previously recorded the business source at the client level. This has now been enhanced to
allow for the business source to be recorded at the level of the sale as well as the client.
The functionality is located in Client > Admin > Main.

Figure 6: Sale Level Business Source

The business source for the client will be retained throughout the life of the client on The Key. The
business source for the sale can be amended on a sale by sale basis. Both options are updated
through the use of the associated dropdowns.
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Product Details Update
Mandatory Application Date Enhancement
The Key has now been updated to check for an application date if the product status (for mortgages)
is changed to ‘Submitted’. If there is no application date when this status is selected, the user will be
prompted to add one.

Figure 7: Mandatory Application Date Prompt

If this prompt is not required, it can be disabled in Setup > General > General.

Figure 8: Mandatory Application Setting
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Setting the Default Next Review Date
The Key has always had the ability to set a default review date when a product has no initial rate
expiry date. When the product did have an initial rate expiry date, the next review date was always
set three months earlier. This three month value can now be amended through the Setup > General
> Sales Process screen.

Figure 9: Next Review Date Setting

Introducer Association with New Products
The Key has previously associated an introducer associated with a client with subsequent products
for that client. New functionality has been added to control this, located in Setup > General > Sales
Process.

Figure 10: Product Introducer Settings

The first value will ensure that a client’s introducer would be associated as the product’s introducer
for any products created for that client.
The second value – which is only available if the first value has already been selected – will continue
to associate a client’s introducer with any subsequent products. If this is NOT CHECKED, then the
association would only last for the first sale with that client.
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Saving Partially Completed Reasons Why Letter (RWL)
New functionality has been introduced to allow users to now save partially completed RWLs, with
the ability to come back to the document at a later stage to complete.
This functionality can be enabled by selecting the ‘Allow saving of partially completed RWL’ option in
Setup > General > Disclosure/RWL.

Figure 11: Setting to Enable Partial RWL Saving

The RWL should be generated as per normal. If ‘Make RWL highlighted ‘Insert’ fields mandatory’ is
selected, then these fields will need to be completed before an RWL can be saved as ‘Completed’.

Figure 12: RWL 'Insert' Fields
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When the document is saved the user will be prompted with a dialogue box to confirm if this is a
Completed RWL.

Figure 13: Completed RWL Prompt

If ‘Yes’ is selected, the document will be saved as per normal, e.g. it will be converted to a PDF
format if that option has been selected.
If ‘No’ is selected, the document will be saved as Word document, prefixed with the word ‘DRAFT’ to
clarify its status.

Figure 14: Draft RWL Display in Product Details

‘DRAFT’ RWLs can be opened through the ‘Open/Edit’ button to make later changes if required, and
when saved after editing, the user will be prompted once again to save as a ‘Completed’ RWL (if the
document meets the requirements of a ‘Completed’ RWL).

ConveyancingBrain Integration
Version 5.6 of The Key introduces an integration with ConveyancingBrain.

Setup
Users will need to record their login credentials for ConveyancingBrain to access the service. These
are recorded through Setup > Users > User Details and selecting the Logins tab. Select
‘ConveyancingBrain’ as the account name and complete the details.
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Figure 15: ConveyancingBrain Login Details

Note that this screen will also present a hyperlink straight to the registration page for
ConveyancingBrain.

Launching the Integration
The integration is available from the Fact Find > New Mortgage/Loan > Property tab.

Figure 16: ConveyancingBrain Launch

Clicking the button will open the ConveyancingBrain quote page in the user’s default browser.
ConveyancingBrain will open with a Sale and Purchase for home movers and Purchase only for a loan
purpose of First Time Buyer. Additional loan purposes, such as remortgage, will be supported in
future updates.
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Figure 17: ConveyancingBrain Quote Screen

Complete the ‘Quote Application’ and click on Submit to obtain the quote results.

Quote Results Screen
Results are shown in a table ordered by total costs including SDLT.

Figure 18: ConveyancingBrain Quote Results (Firm Names Masked)

Further details can be examined by clicking on the ‘View’ link. These will open in a new browser
window.
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Figure 19: ConveyancingBrain Quote Details

To save any quotes back to The Key, click on the ‘Save’ link on the quotes result screen. Once clicked
this will change to a ‘tick’ icon to confirm it has been saved.

Figure 20: Saved Quote Indicator

Closing the browser will return the product details to The Key, but the user will remain in the Fact
Find > New Mortgage/Loan tab in order to progress the case.

Managing ConveyancingBrain Quotes
Quotes generated through the above process will be added to the Client > Products screen.

Figure 21: Product Details Screen with Quote Results

Opening the record will summarise the content of the quote.
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Figure 22: Linked Mortgage Product Dropdown

Linking a Mortgage Product
The ConveyancingBrain quote will initially be stored as a standalone product. It is possible to link a
quote to a specific mortgage product through the ‘Linked mortgage product…’ highlighted above.
Address Confirmation/Recording
Prior to instructing a solicitor, property address information is required. This can be recorded and/or
confirmed through the ‘Address Info’ button.
Instructing a Case
To progress the quote, click on the ‘Instruct’ button in the Product Details window. A confirmation
window will appear after clicking the button.

Figure 23: Instruction Confirmation

Once submitted, a confirmation message will appear.
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Figure 24: Post Instruction Confirmation

After instructing a case, the case number will be displayed within the product details, the status will
be changed to ‘Instructed’, and the ‘Instruct’ button will be disabled. Email confirmation will also be
provided at this stage.

Royal London Streamlined Integration
Integration with the Royal London Streamlined service is available in The Key. This integration allows
for life insurance quotes to be delivered directly to the Client > Products area from the fact find.

Account Requirements
Users will need to be registered with Royal London to take advantage of this service.

Enabling the Integration
The integration can be enabled by selecting the ‘Royal London – Streamlined’ option within the
Setup > Integration > Insurance area of The Key.

Figure 25: Royal London Integration Setting
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Recording User Credentials
A user’s Royal London credentials are stored in the User Details area: Setup > Users > User Details >
Logins. Click ‘New’ to open the Login Detail window.

Figure 26: Royal London User Credentials

Select ‘Royal London – Streamlined’ as the Account Name, and complete the User Name and
Password.

Completing Royal London Fact Find Questions
Within a Protection/GI (or Mortgage/Loan and Protection/GI) fact find, the Royal London specific
questions are located in the Health & Lifestyle tab that appears if either of the first two ‘Cover
Required’ questions are answered ‘Yes’.

Figure 27: Cover Required Options
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The ‘Health & Lifestyle’ tab will reveal the questions that are needed for the Royal London
Streamlined service.

Figure 28: Example of Help Text for Royal London Underwriting Questions

Note that for a number of questions, there is a blue icon that will reveal additional help text if the
user hovers their mouse over it.

Generating the Royal London Product Details
From the Insurance > Life/Critical Illness tab, create a Life Only need and complete the required
information.
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Figure 29: Life Integration Launch Point

To initiate the quotation, click on the ‘Life’ button highlighted above. (Note that this button may
have a different label on your version of The Key). If necessary, select Royal London – Streamlined
from the available options and click OK, although this step will not be required if Royal London is the
only integration partner set up in The Key.
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Figure 30: Integration Selection (If Required)

Unlike other integrations, this will not open another interface for the user to add more information.
Using the information already recorded in both the Health & Lifestyle tab and the Life cover
requirements, a product will automatically be generated. Once the product generation has
completed, The Key will present a confirmation message such as that shown below.

Figure 31: Quote Return Confirmation

At this point, the user can continue with the fact find, or go to Client > Products to see the details of
the product that has been returned.
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Figure 32: Created Product Details Entry

The Product Details entry will allow users to launch the Royal London website through the ‘Review’
and ‘Apply’ buttons to progress the case.

Client Portal Updates
Credit Report Link
The ability to place a link to a credit report provider has been added to the Client Portal. It offers the
ability for the client to download a PDF version of a credit report.
To enable the link, open the Client Portal Branding option through Setup > General > Online. When
open, this functionality is managed through the ‘Credit Data Settings’ button.

Figure 33: Portal Setup - Credit Data Option
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Clicking on ‘Enable Credit Data Settings’ will allow the service to be displayed. Once enabled the link
can be selected (this is to allow support for alternative providers in future), and explanatory text
added. This will allow the user to customise the message provided to their clients to their own
needs.
When enabled, the link will appear on the main page when the client logs into the Portal.

Figure 34: Credit Data Button

This link will open a window to allow the client to confirm the service to use, as well as the
explanatory text, and open the credit service in another browser window.

Introducer Portal
The existing introducer portal has been updated to reflect the look and feel of the current Client
Portal. As well as a more modern appearance, this also means that the introducer portal is now
available on all devices.
From the home screen, the menu items will allow the introducer to view their own details, check
and create leads, view ‘their’ clients and to view a list of the products. The main home screen will
display a snapshot of the open products, with further detail in the Client and Products view.
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Figure 35: Introducer Portal

Clients View
This view will list the clients, the total number of products, when the file was created and last
updated.

Figure 36: Introducer Portal - Client View

The ‘Filter’ option will allow the user to manage the data displayed, and, through the ‘Configure’
option, to set some default options for the display. The ‘View’ button for each record will display a
list of all products, along with the provider, type, basis, status and start date. Above the grid is a
summary of where the user is within the portal.

Figure 37: Introducer Portal Client > Products View
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From this screen, clicking on ‘View’ will show the details of the product.

Figure 38: Introducer Portal Product Detail View

Products View
This will list all products that are associated with that introducer that have been updated in the last
three months (the three months value can be amended through the ‘Filter’ option).

Figure 39: Introducer Portal Products View

From this screen, clicking on ‘View’ will show the details of the product, as shown above.

Leads View
Within the ‘Leads’ menu option, users will have the ability to view any leads that have been created
but not yet moved on to the status of being a client.

Figure 40: Introducer Portal Leads View
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Create a Lead
The option to create a lead will open a redesigned Mortgage Enquiry Form. This consists of three
tabs for applicant details, mortgage details and a notes tab for free format details.

Figure 41: Introducer Portal New Lead > Applicant

Figure 42: Introducer Portal New Lead > Mortgage

Clicking on the ‘Create’ button will submit the lead to The Key, with a confirmation message.
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Figure 43: Introducer Portal Lead Submission Confirmation

Mortgage Enquiry Form
The existing mortgage enquiry form (from the link in Setup > General > Online) has also been
updated to reflect the more modern interface already outlined above. The primary change is that
the heading is named ‘New Mortgage Enquiry’, and the form will reflect any Client Portal branding.

Figure 44: Updated Mortgage Enquiry Form

Users can include a contact number on the Mortgage Enquiry Form through a setup option in Setup
> General > Online.

Figure 45: Mortgage Enquiry Phone Number Option
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Start Page Widget Scrollbars
Start Page Widgets
If more widgets have been set up than can appear on the Start Page (due to the user’s display
resolution), a scrollbar will now appear to allow access to all widgets.

Figure 46: Start Page Widget Scrollbars

Customise Layout Management
Scrollbars have also been added to the ‘Customise Layout’ screen to offer better management of the
widgets selected.

Figure 47: Start Page Customise Layout

Other Enhancements


General – Performance improvements around loading ‘Task’ widget on Start Page
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General – Resolved login issue that could occur with MortgageBrain Anywhere only users on
The Key database
General – Update to login process to address possible ‘System Out of Memory Exception Error’
Setup > User Details – Minor spelling/grammar corrections to field labels
Setup > Online – Text change to ‘Login page…’ label to clarify functionality
Client Export – Update to export process to ensure joint products are included in a both
applicant export
Client Export – Resolved issue that could cause notes not to be included in the client export if
they had previously been marked as ‘Private’
Client > Admin > Audit – Amended record of changed sales level advisor to use advisor name
rather than advisor reference
Client > Fact Find – If a new mortgage preference is marked as ‘Yes’ and text added, that text
will be removed if the preference is subsequently marked as ‘No’
Client > Fact Find – Resolved discrepancy around occupation details that could impact
reporting
Client Portal – Resolved issue with date picker where forward/backward navigation buttons
were not visible
Client Portal – Update to ensure customised logo used in the ‘Update Password’ screen
Client Portal – Amended display of header text in ‘Products’ to ensure it is always visible
Client Portal – ‘Nationality’ field added in Fact Find > Personal Details
Client Portal – Changed order of ‘Year’ dropdown when recording dependant details
Client Portal – Grammar correction on user message when client record is locked
Client Portal – Text for ‘Purchase Price’ now changes to ‘Valuation’ if the loan purpose is
Remortgage
Client – Middle name now shown in header detail
Client > New Client – Added validation to prevent client being added with date of birth in the
future
Client > Client Contacts – Added validation to restrict the length of the Middle Name field to
match other name fields
Client > Client Contacts – Amended width of ‘Location’ dialogue box to show complete text of
all options
Client > Products – Spelling correction to ‘Initial Rate Expiry Date’
Client > Products – Added ‘Redeemed’ status option where the Product Type equals Loan
Client > Products – Next review date status actions now only triggered when associated
product is ‘Completed’
Client > Documents – Amended display of snapshot data to ensure header information reflects
that at the time the snapshot was taken
Admin > Diary/Tasks – Added ‘First Name’ to the list of option in Grid Configuration
Admin > Compliance – Extended the width of the list of cases to ensure all columns displayed
Admin > Contact History – Reworded ‘Contact History’ dialogue to clarify options
Reports > Ad Hoc – Resolved issue when loading saved Ad Hoc report with saved date or date
range
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Reports > Ad Hoc – Added new option for date fields to filter on whether the date field has
been set or has not been set

Figure 48: Ad Hoc Date Fields Filter







Reports > Queries – Results are now exported in .xlsx format
Email Documents – Added functionality to strip out ‘illegal’ characters from a document name
when it is emailed
MortgageBrain Anywhere – Update to prevent potential issue where client’s email address
includes < and/or > characters
MortgageBrain Anywhere – Resolved issue with dialogue box on high DPI screens
SolutionBuilder – Corrected population of CI Sum Assured when returning a ‘Life of Earlier
Critical Illness’ quote
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Appendix A – Fact Find Template Updates
The fact find printout templates have been amended to support the changes made within the fact
find. The new templates will automatically be deployed as part of the update. However, if custom
fact find printouts have been created, the updated areas are shown below.

Main Employment Details
This change applies to all fact find templates.
The new line is located between ‘Start Date’ and ‘Date business established / holding acquired’, as
shown below.
Start date

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP1.STARTDATE>>

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP2.STARTDATE>>

Time in main employment

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP1.YEARSEMPLOYED>>
Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP1.MONTHSEMPLOYED>>
Months

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP2.YEARSEMPLOYED>>
Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP2.MONTHSEMPLOYED>>
Months

Date business established /holding acquired

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP1.SELFBUSINESSESTABLI
SHEDDATE>>

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_MAIN
_APP2.SELFBUSINESSESTABLIS
HEDDATE>>

Previous Employment Details
This change applies to all fact find templates.
The new line is located between ‘End Date’ and ‘Date business established / holding acquired’, as
shown below.
End date

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PREVI
OUS_APP1.ENDDATE>>

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PRE
VIOUS_APP2.ENDDATE>>

Time in previous employment

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PREVI
OUS_APP1.YEARSEMPLOYED>>
Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PREVI
OUS_APP1.MONTHSEMPLOYED>
> Months

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PRE
VIOUS_APP2.YEARSEMPLOYE
D>> Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PRE
VIOUS_APP2.MONTHSEMPLOY
ED>> Months

Date business established /holding acquired

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PREVI <<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_PRE
OUS_APP1.SELFBUSINESSESTAB VIOUS_APP2.SELFBUSINESSE
LISHEDDATE>>
STABLISHEDDATE>>

Additional Employment Details
This change applies to all fact find templates.
The new line is located between ‘Start Date’ and ‘Date business established / holding acquired’, as
shown below.
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Start date

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADDITI
ONAL_APP1.STARTDATE>>

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADD
ITIONAL_APP2.STARTDATE>>

Time in additional employment

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADDITI
ONAL_APP1.YEARSEMPLOYED>>
Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADDITI
ONAL_APP1.MONTHSEMPLOYED
>> Months

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADD
ITIONAL_APP2.YEARSEMPLOY
ED>> Years
<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADD
ITIONAL_APP2.MONTHSEMPL
OYED>> Months

Date business established /holding acquired

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADDITI
ONAL_APP1.SELFBUSINESSESTA
BLISHEDDATE>>

<<EMPLOYMENTDETAILS_ADD
ITIONAL_APP2.SELFBUSINESS
ESTABLISHEDDATE>>

Mortgage Requirements
This change applies to Mortgage and Mortgage and Protection templates.
The new line is located between ‘How much do you want to borrow?’ and ‘If a Second Charge loan,
what is the reason for the loan’, as shown below.
How much do you want to borrow?

£<<FFMORTGAGE1.LOAN_AMOUNT>>

Equity/Deposit

£<<FFMORTGAGE1.EQUITY>>

If a Second Charge loan, what is the reason for the loan?

<<FFMORTGAGE1.SECUREDLOANREASON>>

Royal London Underwriting Questions
These changes apply to Mortgage and Protection and Protection Only templates.
As well as two new questions (and the removal of one question), the order of the questions has
changed. Therefore the entire table is shown below. This should replace the entire table which is
normally located above ‘Life and Critical Illness Protection’.
1st Applicant

2nd Applicant

<<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A <<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A
P1_HADSYMPTOMS>>
P2_HADSYMPTOMS>>

Are you:



Awaiting any test or investigation
Awaiting the results of any test or
investigation, or

Experiencing any symptoms or
complaints for which you have not yet
consulted a doctor?
In the last 2 years have you:
<<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A <<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A
P1_SEENASPECIALIST>>
P2_SEENASPECIALIST>>

Seen or been advised to see a
specialist, or


Stayed in hospital overnight



Been at a hospital clinic more than
once for the same cause?

Do you have or have you ever had:





<<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A <<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A
P1_SERIOUSILLNESS>>
P2_SERIOUSILLNESS>>

Cancer
Heart disease, heart condition or
surgery on your heart
Diabetes
Stroke or mini-stroke?
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Have any of your previous applications for life
insurance been:

<<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A <<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A
P1_HADDECLINEDINSURANCE>> P2_HADDECLINEDINSURANCE>>





Declined
Postponed
Subject to an increased premium or
has special terms applied?
In the last 10 years, have you:




<<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A <<CLIENT2.HEALTHLIFESTYLE_A
P1_HADTOUGHLIFE>>
P2_HADTOUGHLIFE>>

Taken recreational drugs, other than
cannabis
Been advised to reduce your alcohol
or used alcohol support services
Tried to take your own life, or thought
about doing so?

END OF DOCUMENT
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